
Brute forcing on DVWA 
with Burp and Hydra
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Brute forcing is a technique used in computer science to try a

large number of possibilities, such as passwords or keys, in order

to find the correct one. It involves trying every possible

combination until the correct one is found. We will use burp

suite and hydra to brute force the login form provided by DVWA.

In this challenge, we will test a password list against the user and

try to log in as the target user



“
You should be on Kali Linux or Parrot 

OS in VMWARE, Virtual Box or running 
natively on your PC
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Low-difficulty DVWA 
brute forcing
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Step- 1
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 Go to DVWA security settings and set the difficulty to low



Step- 2
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 Fire up the burp suite in your Kali linux. Set the proxy in your 
firefox to use burp as a proxy. You can also use the foxy proxy 
addon to set the burp proxy



Step- 3
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 Submit a request from firefox to log in with the wrong 
credentials. the complete request will be shown in the burp. 
Now right-click on it and send it to the intruder module. In the 
intruder tab, clear all targets and locate the password field and 
add it as a target



Step- 4
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 Now in the payloads tab, you can set the wordlist. I am using 
john.lst



Step- 5
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 Now start the attack, burp will try to brute force it. Keep 
looking for the response size. The request/ response with a 
changed response size will be our matched password



Hydra is a network login cracking tool that is used to perform brute-force

attacks on network protocols, such as HTTP, FTP, Telnet, and SSH. Hydra

can brute force the password much faster than the burp suite community

edition. However, you need to format the command for it.

 You need to provide it complete URL of the form. You can get it from

the network tab if you inspect a page. Replace username and password

with ^USER^ and ^PASS^ respectively

 Get the cookie information from the Storage tab in debug menu

 Set the login failure information with the F flag



Hydra
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 You can use the following command to brute force the 
password with Hydra

hydra -l admin -P /usr/share/wordlists/john.lst 'http-get-
form://127.0.0.1:42001/vulnerabilities/brute/:username=^USER
^&password=^PASS^&Login=Login:H=Cookie\:PHPSESSID=7vs4
mhc1q4dnp3f6cgikl01v9q; security=low:F=Username and/or 
password incorrect' 



Hydra
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Medium-difficulty DVWA 
brute forcing
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Medium 
Difficulty
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 The medium difficulty challenge, adds a delay between 
different attempts and can be solved in a similar fashion. But 
the attack will be much slower



Burp
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 Just capture a new request. Send it to the intruder and brute 
force it in a similar fashion. you will notice that only the cookie 
value has changed to medium and the attack will be much 
slower



Hydra
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 We just need to change the cookie value to medium and use 
the same command as of low difficulty and we can still get the 
DVWA medium-difficulty password

hydra -l admin -P /usr/share/wordlists/john.lst 'http-get-
form://127.0.0.1:42001/vulnerabilities/brute/:username=^USER
^&password=^PASS^&Login=Login:H=Cookie\:PHPSESSID=7vs4
mhc1q4dnp3f6cgikl01v9q; security=medium:F=Username 
and/or password incorrect' 



Hydra
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 We will notice a much slower attack but we will be able to 
break through it.



High-difficulty DVWA 
brute forcing
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High 
Difficulty
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 In high difficulty, a CSRF token is generated for each request. 
So, it becomes very difficult to brute force through it. Hydra 
fails completely and gives false positives. So, we can not use it 
in isolation to break the password in high difficulty



Step- 1
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 Generate a new request, and send it to the burp proxy. Now
following the same steps send it to the intruder. Now in
intruder, we need to perform a few additional steps. select
both the password and token fields as targets. Now change
attach type to pitchfork attack



Step- 2
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 Now in the payload section, for target 1, select the same 
john.lst. For the second payload select to use recursive grep



Step- 3
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 Now in the options tab add a new grep extract and select the 
token to extract it



Step- 4
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 Ensure that redirections are set to always



Step- 5
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 Now in the resource pool, create a new pool with only one 
thread and start the attack



Step- 6
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 The burp will find the password which will have a changed 
response length



THANKS
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